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Abstract: Supremica is a tool for the modelling and analysis of discrete-event control functions based on state machine models of the uncontrolled plant and specification of the desired closed-loop behaviour. The modelling framework in Supremica is based on finite-state machines extended with variables, guard conditions, and action functions. In order to handle large-scale problems of industrially interesting size, Supremica uses advanced model checking techniques such as symbolic representations and compositional abstraction. Supremica has been used in several industrial research projects to verify and synthesise control functions for embedded controllers, industrial robots, and flexible manufacturing systems, and to verify program code for autonomous vehicles. This paper gives an overview of the modelling features of Supremica, shows the verification and synthesis facilities and their performance for large problems, and presents some of the industrial applications where Supremica has been used.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The supervisory control theory (Ramadge and Wonham, 1989) is a general framework for modelling, verification, and synthesis of discrete event supervisors, which has shown promising results mainly within academia. In order for the supervisory control theory to be accepted in industry, user friendly tools able to solve large-scale problems of industrially interesting sizes are critical. Supremica (Åkesson et al., 2003, 2006) is an attempt to build an integrated development environment that can to solve large-scale supervisor verification and synthesis problems.

This paper presents Supremica and the main ideas of the supervisory control theory for modelling discrete event systems, as well as the technology for synthesising and verifying control functions. The presentation focuses on the tool from a user perspective. For a more theoretical description of the modelling framework with extended finite-state machines, the reader may refer to Sköldstam et al. (2007) and Mohajerani et al. (2016). For more detailed presentations of algorithms, as well as further benchmarks, see for example Åkesson et al. (2002), Mohajerani et al. (2014), and Pilbrow and Malik (2015).

Several research groups have developed tools for discrete event systems, but few combine an easily accessible user interface with high-performance algorithms. TCT (Feng and Wonham, 2006) is a popular and efficient tool with textual user interface. The Integrated Discrete-Event Systems Tool (Rudie, 2006) and DESTool (Moor et al., 2008) have nice user interfaces but their algorithms do not achieve the same performance as Supremica.

In the following, Section 2 gives a brief overview of the supervisory control theory. Then Section 3 describes Supremica and its features, Section 4 shows some experimental data to demonstrate its performance with large control problems, and Section 5 describes some recent applications of the tool. Finally, Section 6 adds concluding remarks. This paper gives a more detailed account on Supremica than previous publications (Åkesson et al., 2003, 2006), and describes recently added features. Supremica is constantly evolving, and the latest release can always be downloaded, free for education and research, from www.supremica.org.

2. SUPERVISORY CONTROL THEORY

Reactive systems have been a research field within computer science and engineering for a long time. Model checking (Baier and Katoen, 2008) provides a means to verify the correctness of, typically already controlled, reactive systems against specifications of their required properties. The supervisory control theory (Ramadge and Wonham, 1989) takes a control theoretic model-based approach.

In the supervisory control theory, the system model is separated into the plant, which represents a physical system to be controlled, and the specification, which represents the desired behaviour of the controlled system. The plant and
specification are typically modelled as discrete event systems, which are finite-state machines. Control is done by a so-called supervisor, which is a safety device that hinders the plant from executing certain events. Some events are controllable and can be disabled by this supervisor, while other events are uncontrollable and cannot be disabled.

Given a specification and plant, a supervisor that guarantees that the entire specification can be achieved, exists if and only if the specification is controllable. Controllability is a safety property that states that all uncontrollable events possible in the controlled system must be permitted by the specification. If the specification is not controllable, then it may still be possible to construct a supervisor, but this supervisor only achieves a sub-behaviour of the specification. Even more, it is known that a supremal controllable sublanguage of the given plant and specification language exists and is readily calculable. This language may be empty, if there is no way to controllably enforce the specification. Otherwise, it represents a least restrictive supervisor which implements an optimal solution to the control problem (Ramadge and Wonham, 1989).

In addition to controllability, it is desired for the supervisor to be nonblocking. This is a progress property that guarantees that at least one marked state is reachable from any state that can be reached in the controlled system. Marked states typically represent states where all pending tasks have been completed. As above, the supremal controllable and nonblocking sublanguage of a specification with respect to a given plant exists and can be calculated.

Controllability and nonblocking can be checked automatically using model checking techniques, and if they are satisfied, then the specification itself can be used as an optimal supervisor. If not satisfied, then model checking produces a counterexample (Baier and Katoen, 2008), which is a trace of behaviour that takes the system to an undesired state. By inspecting counterexamples, engineers can gain a deeper understanding of the system, enabling them to discover and fix problems. Synthesis (Ramadge and Wonham, 1989) goes one step further and automatically produces an optimal controllable and nonblocking supervisor.

While the supervisory control theory has shown promising results within academia, industrial adoption is hitherto scarce. There seem to be two main reasons for this: the modelling formalism, which is not straightforward for the average control engineer typically used to Matlab/Simulink; and the lack of useful tools able to handle the complexity of real-life industrial applications. Supremica’s main focus has so far been on the second problem. Now, being able to handle systems of industrial sizes, the focus shifts to incorporate modelling, verification, and synthesis into the everyday life of engineers.

3. THE SUPREMICA IDE

Supremica is designed as an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) that allows the creation, verification, and synthesis of discrete event system models. Fig. 1 shows a screenshot. The main components of the IDE are the Editor that creates state machines graphically, the Simulator that animates the system behaviour, and the Analyser that supports a variety of finite-state machine algorithms.

3.1 Editor

The Supremica editor provides a graphical user interface to create and modify discrete event system models. Models consisting of several finite-state machines can be saved in a single file. They are displayed and edited graphically, with states and transitions labelled by easy-to-use drag & drop operations. As common in supervisory control theory, state machines can be designated to be plants or specifications.

Events can be designated to be controllable or uncontrollable as well as observable or unobservable.

Supremica supports ordinary finite-state machines (FSM) and extended finite-state machines (EFSM). The transitions of ordinary FSMs are labelled by events only, while EFSMs are a generalisation and have transitions labelled with guards and actions in addition to events (Chen and Lin, 2000). The guards and actions reference variables, which can be declared over finite integer ranges or as enumerated type. A transition in an EFSM is enabled if the guard formula is true, and if it is taken, the variables are updated in accordance with the actions on the transition.

Fig. 2 shows such an EFSM, which is part of a model of a distributed prime sieve algorithm. Its variables c3, c5, and x3 are defined over the integer range 0, . . . , 24. The transition from q0 to q1 is labelled with event tau3 and has a guard c3 > 0, which means that the transition can only be taken when c3 is greater than zero. The transition from q1 to q2 has an action x3 = c3, which means that the variable x3 will take as new value the value that c3 currently has. Guards and actions can include simple arithmetics, for example the guard of the transition from q4 to q0 uses the modulo operator (%) to enable the transition only when the value of x3 is divisible by 3.

Additionally, Supremica supports parametrisation to facilitate the creation of large models (Malik et al., 2011). It is possible to create several similar state machines (FSMs or EFSMs) by substitution of parameter variables in a template, or to create transitions with parametrised sets of events. State machines can also be grouped into modules and re-used with different parameter instantiations. As an example, these features make it possible to create a model of a manufacturing line with a variable number n of identical machines, and then instantiate it to get the correct model for any value of n.

3.2 Simulator

The Supremica simulator can display several state machines in a model and show their synchronised behaviour. At any time, the simulator displays the current state of all state machines and the currently eligible events. The user can choose which event to execute and observe the resulting state changes. It is possible to step forwards and backwards through the history, and it is easy to determine for each event whether it is enabled, and if not, which state machine is responsible for its disablement.

Synchronisation between FSMs is done by handshaking based on common events (Hoare, 1985). That is, if two
Fig. 1. Screenshot of counterexample simulation.

Fig. 2. Extended finite-state machine (EFSM).

or more state machines use the same event, then this event can only be executed if all these state machines are in a state where the event is enabled, and if executed, then all these state machines change their state together. EFSMs are also synchronised based on shared events, and in addition guards and actions are treated as logical formulas and combined by conjunction.

Internally, the simulator is based on ordinary FSMs, as are most analysis algorithms in Supremica. EFSMs are translated into an equivalent groups of FSMs for computation and simulation. As there are different semantics (Sköldstam et al., 2007; Mohajerani et al., 2016) for transforming EFSMs into ordinary automata, a few user-settable alternatives are available in Supremica.

One problem with the translation from EFSM into FSM models is the possibly exponential blow-up in the number of events, which can cause performance problems for large models. This problem has been recognised, and recent algorithms (Miremadi et al., 2011; Mohajerani et al., 2016) bypass the translation into FSMs and work directly on the EFSM model.

3.3 Analyser

The Supremica analyser provides access to a wide range of FSM analysis and simplification algorithms. It is used as a workbench to experiment with FSMs and the settings of the various verification and synthesis algorithms available.

3.4 Verification

Both the editor and analyser include verification functionality to check the model automatically and detect possible errors. Supremica supports the standard discrete event system properties of controllability and nonblocking (Ramadge and Wonham, 1989). It is also possible to check whether the model contains control loops (Malik and Malik, 2006). These are universal properties that can be checked automatically for every model without further user interaction. Their verification is invoked conveniently from the menu, and in many cases quickly returns an answer whether or not the model passes the check.

Supremica also allows for the verification of application specific safety properties. These properties are specified by finite-state machines designed by the user to describe a maximum allowable behaviour, and checked by means of a language inclusion check (Brandin et al., 2004). This makes it possible to ask specific questions about the application at hand.
If verification fails, *Supremica* also computes a counterexample, which is a trace of events that takes the system to a problematic state. The counterexample trace can be displayed and explored interactively in the simulator. Fig. 1 shows an example of this. The user can replay the counterexample step-by-step and inspect the states of all components at each stage. This feature helps the user to understand the cause of a problem and fix it.

### 3.5 Synthesis

The *Supremica* analyser includes the functionality to synthesise a least restrictive controllable and nonblocking supervisor for a collection of plant and specification FSMs (Ramadge and Wonham, 1989). The synthesised supervisor can take the form of a single FSM, or it can be a modular supervisor, consisting of several components, obtained by compositional synthesis (Mohajerani et al., 2014) or supervisor localisation (Cai and Wonham, 2015). It can also be simplified using supervisor reduction (Su and Wonham, 2004). Small supervisor FSMs can be displayed and edited in the graphical user interface. If a supervisor component has too many states to be displayed, it can still be stored in files or interacted with through the simulator.

As an alternative, the *Supremica* editor includes the seamless synthesis feature, which performs a symbolic synthesis based on Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) (Miremadi et al., 2011; Fei et al., 2014). In this case, the synthesised supervisor is added to the graphical plant model in the form of EFSM transition guards. This gives the user the possibility to implement only the guards representing the supervisor in a controller, such as a PLC.

### 4. PERFORMANCE

Verifying or synthesising a supervisor generally entails enumerating the state-space of the controlled system, the size of which typically grows exponentially with the number of state machines in the model. To deal with the large state numbers, *Supremica* includes highly optimised explicit verification algorithms, programmed in C++, that can explore more than 100 million states on contemporary computers (Malik, 2016). This is still insufficient for many practical control problems. Several groups have conducted research to improve the performance of discrete event systems algorithms.

One approach to mitigate the state-space explosion problem uses ideas from symbolic model checking (Baier and Katoen, 2008), in particular BDDs (Akers, 1978; Bryant, 1986). BDDs can efficiently store and manipulate Boolean functions representing for example supervisory control problems. BDD-based algorithms can handle huge state-spaces while using little memory, and have been applied successfully to large discrete event systems (Vahidi, 2004; Song, 2006).

Another approach to handle large discrete event systems is to exploit the inherent modularity common in these models. Well-designed discrete event system models typically consist of a large number of small state machines. This makes it possible to perform synthesis and verification by considering only parts of the model at a time, without ever constructing the full synchronous composition. Safety properties such as controllability can be analysed using incremental or modular verification, where the system is split into groups of state machines that are analysed separately (Akesson et al., 2002; Brandin et al., 2004). Nonblocking verification and synthesis can be addressed through the compositional approach, where the state machines are composed gradually and simplified after each step (Flordal and Malik, 2009; Su et al., 2010; Mohajerani et al., 2014).

*Supremica* includes explicit, modular, BDD, compositional, and other verification and synthesis algorithms for solving controllability and nonblocking verification, and synthesis problems. Table 1 shows the results of some benchmark computations. The table shows the runtimes and memory usage for synthesis, nonblocking verification, and controllability verification using different algorithms. The test cases include complex industrial models and case studies from different application areas such as manufacturing systems and automotive body electronics, most of which are also used as benchmarks by Mohajerani et al. (2014). The “Aut” column shows the number of state machines in the model, and “State-space” is the number of reachable states of the uncontrolled system. These experiments were run on a standard desktop PC using a single 3.3 GHz microprocessor and not more than 2 GiB of RAM.

The data for “Comp. Syn.” refers to the compositional synthesis algorithm (Mohajerani et al., 2014). This algorithm calculates a least restrictive, controllable, and nonblocking supervisor for the given plants and specification, in the form of a set of synchronised FSMs. The data for “Comp. Nbl.” refers to compositional nonblocking verification with special events (Pilbrow and Malik, 2015), which is an improved version of the earlier algorithm (Flordal and Malik, 2009). “Mod. Cont.” is incremental controllability verification (Brandin et al., 2004), which uses counterexamples to identify suitable subsystems to verify controllability. The timeout for the *bed_uncont* model occurred after 20 minutes. Finally, “BDD Nbl.” and “BDD Cont.” are BDD-based nonblocking and controllability verification. They are based on a BDD search algorithm with improvements for better performance on discrete event systems models. They use a variable ordering based on the FORCE heuristics (Aloul et al., 2003) and a disjunctive partitioning and search strategy (Song, 2006).

The experiments show that *Supremica* can handle the verification and synthesis of discrete event systems with up to $10^{17}$ states within a few seconds, in some cases minutes. All the algorithms can be tuned with various parameters for better performance, however this data was obtained with default settings to give a general impression of the performance of *Supremica*.

### 5. APPLICATIONS

*Supremica* is used at Chalmers and other universities to communicate the ideas of supervisory control to students. In addition, *Supremica* has been used in several research projects with industrial partners to verify and synthesise supervisors and controllers in various applications. This section describes four of these projects.
In a modern car factory, several industrial robots work concurrently in a shared space to complete their tasks, for example welding together the frame of a car. In this setting, there is a risk for collisions between the robots. Manually programming the coordination logic to avoid collisions is both time-consuming and error prone due to the number of possible situations that must be taken into account. Using 3D-simulation models of the robots, it is possible to automatically extract finite-state models of the tasks and of the mutual exclusion zones where only a single robot is allowed to be at a time. This approach has been implemented as an add-on for a commercial robot programming and simulation environment, the coordination logic synthesis part is done using the Supremica kernel. The approach is presented by Flordal et al. (2007).

The development and validation of a manufacturing system against a simulation model is attracting increasing interest in industry. The main motivation is that the systems can be integrated and tested before constructing any physical system. In addition to this, the ability to continuously test leads to increased reliability and enables better coping with late changes. Having a computable model has the added benefit that it can be used as a base for preparation and implementation assisted by formal methods. In a case study (Bengtsson et al., 2012; Dahl et al., 2016), Supremica was used as an aid in generating operation sequences for validation during production preparation. The result showed significant promise, and currently this approach is further developed together with a European manufacturing company.

### 5.4 Autonomous Vehicles

In collaboration with a European car manufacturer, Supremica was used to formally verify a part of the code for an autonomous vehicle (Petersson and Zita, 2016). This code manages the lateral state of the vehicle, effectuating lane change and related tasks. The manually written code implements a state machine, which was modelled as an EFSM in Supremica. Specifications were then modelled and some of these were verified not to be fulfilled; one serious bug was revealed. Verification with Supremica’s abstraction-based compositional conflict check examined 601168 states in 0.45 seconds and produced a 38-event long counterexample. The error was then through a unit test confirmed to also exist in the actual code.
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